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ZIEGLER delivers 4 TSF-W to the city of Butzbach
Mühlau, April 2020 – In April 2020 the ZIEGLER Group delivered four identically constructed TSF-W on
an IVECO Daily chassis to the fire departments Butzbach, Ostheim, Fauerbach and Hausen.
The vehicles were manufactured at the ZIEGLER plant in Mühlau.
Especially for the fire departments in rural regions is it very important to have a vehicle that ensures a
successful first operation – no matter if there is a fire or just a minor technical rescue.
The chassis has a wheelbase of 3,750 mm and is equipped with an superstructure which is divided in 5
equipment compartments. The 4 sections scaling ladder is stored weatherproof and can easily be
removed from the vehicle structure. In addition, all vehicles have an extendable light mast with 4 LEDlights. The water tank has a capacity of 800 liters. The portable pump is stored crosswise at the rear of a
heavy-load pull-out and can be operated in the extracted state.
You can find a complete technical description of the vehicle on the next page.
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Technical data
Basicinformation

Chassis

Other

Vehicle type

TSF-W

Customer

City Butzbach

Typ

IVECO Daily 65C 17 D

Wheelbase

3,750 mm

Engine power

180 HP / 132 kW

Total weight

6,500 kg

Vehicle dimensions

6,300 x 2,300 x 2,750 mm

Water tank

800 l

Cabin / crew

1 + 5 Original IVECO

Special equipment







ALPAS®-Superstructure
Pneumatic light mast with 4 LED-lights
LED ambient lighting Z-Vision
LED-front flashing lights
Storage portable pump Ultra Power 4

Contact
Vanessa Brandt
Officer Communication & PR
vbrandt@ziegler.de
Phone. +49 7322 951-289

About ZIEGLER
The Albert Ziegler GmbH is a leading international supplier of vehicles for firefighting, civil protection and the police, as well as firefighting accessories and
technology. The comprehensive product range includes clothing for the firefighting services to highly specialized pumping and fire extinguishing systems to
all kinds of emergency vehicles. Out of currently more than 1,300 employees worldwide, around 650 are employed at our headquarters in
Giengen an der Brenz, Germany. Other ZIEGLER manufacturing facilities are located in Germany (Rendsburg and Mühlau) as well as the Netherlands,
Croatia and Indonesia. Sales and service offices can also be found in the Czech Republic, Italy, Slovenia and China.
https://www.ziegler.de
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